Surface-induced DNA superhelicity.
Certain biopolymers, such as DNA, have a double-stranded twisted structure and frequently exhibit a supercoiled conformation. Over the past decade, extensive conformational analyses of different biopolymers have been performed using atomic force microscopy. In this technique, a necessary step in sample preparation is the adsorption of molecules on the surface, which could affect the chain conformation. Using a Monte Carlo simulation, we studied the adsorption process of circular semiflexible twisted double-stranded polymer chains on a solid surface with an emphasis on the conformational properties. We found that the conformation of an adsorbed chain strongly depends on the number of double-helical turns of the chain. Chains with weak twisting adsorbed on the surface assumes higher superhelical twisting, whereas the coiled state is seen in the bulk solution. After the adsorption, double-helical turns are accumulated in the adsorbed ("train") sections giving more conformational freedom to the nonadsorbed ("loop") sections. Chains with strong twisting show small conformational changes with adsorption. In both cases, superhelicity shows the opposite sign of writhing.